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Try the system 
for yourself
There are several other features but the 
best way to see them all is to download 
a copy and try it for yourself. However 
if you do that then PLEASE read the 
instructions fi le as you play with it!

The zip fi le is available to Members 
of the MYA. Log into the Members’ 
Area and follow these links: [Knowledge 
Base] [Race Management] [Resources 
for Race Offi cers], or download from 
the Lee Valley site at: 
www.leevalleymyc.org.uk
With thanks to Henry Farley

A very 
simple system
At club level a race offi cer may need 
to record only eight races for an 
afternoon’s sailing, perhaps sixteen for 
the day, and has an average club turn-
out of perhaps 8 to 10 boats, so that 
no heats are involved. Frensham Model 
Yacht Group has devised a simple 
version of the system to record its 
afternoon sailing, usually eight races. 
It is based on the ubiquitous Excel 
spreadsheet on which each of the 
results for the eight races is recorded, 
and added up progressively. That part 
of the construction is perfectly simple 
and may devised by anybody with a 
working knowledge of Excel.

The diffi cult bit is devising a formula 
which will calculate the two or three 
discards automatically. I am indebted 
to Roger Stollery for this formula which 
was devised by the late Paul Midgley 
and works splendidly. The formula will 
pick through the results recorded so 
far and take up the largest which it 
will insert in the appropriate discard 
column. Then it is a simple matter of 
adding the discard columns which it 
does automatically and deducting the 
total discards from the total points. If 
any club would care to have a copy of 
the Frensham work sheet, please email 
tradboat@btinternet.com for a working 
copy in Excel.
Charles Smith

Stop Press
Success in Poland
Great success in Poland for UK Footys. This year’s 
Footy Euro was held at Wroclaw in Poland on the 
10th – 11th July. Thirty one boats came to the line in 
one of the largest footy events yet held with entries 
from Poland, the UK, Italy, and Sweden. The British 
fl eet was represented by the Vice family (who 
made the 13 hour journey overland), Phil Broszec 
and his family, all sailing the new Stollery Ice, and 
by Gary Sanderson sailing Voortrekker. The Polish 
organisers were wonderfully helpful Rob tells us 
and the two day event was managed splendidly. 
The results for the British team were: Rob Vice, 1st, Phil Broszec and Charlotte, 
2nd, CJ Vice 3rd and winner of the junior trophy, Hayley Vice 4th and winner of 
the top woman award, Gary Sanderson 7th,  Lockie Vice 9th and also winner of 
the free sailing Footy competition. Congratulations to the whole team - a more 
complete report of their success will appear in our Autumn edition. Meantime we 
caught up with the fi rst three at the A Vane Nationals at Gosport and here they 
are, Rob holding the Euro Trophy.

  

Chris Dicks Award 
Design competition 2010 for 
‘Footy’ boats 
The MYA will again present the Chris Dicks Design Award to the designer(s) of 
the best new UK Footy Class design of 2010. Designs may be for radio or free 
sailing and can be presented in any way that shows the shape and general 
arrangement of the boat. They may include the detail of the design or building 
of the whole or parts. Whilst there is freedom in what you submit please note 
that when your design is displayed it will be on just one A4 sheet in landscape 
format. If you scale down your design work to fi t onto one landscape A4 sheet, 
that is ideal. A brief description of no more than 33 words is also required on 
the same A4 sheet. An additional detailed written 
description may be included, but again on no 
more than a single A4 sheet. 

The Footy Class Rules are available from links 
to the Footy Class on the MYA website www.
mya-uk.org.uk .  Entries will be judged by 3 vice-
presidents of the MYA. Consideration of hull, 
foils/bulb and rig/sails will be made using each 
of the following criteria: shape, innovation and 
ease of building. You do not have to have built 
your design, but any drawn information about 
the detail design/construction will also be given 
consideration.

Entries should be sent to the MYA technical 
secretary at 6 Little Tumners Court, Godalming, 
Surrey GU7 2HF or e-mail technical-sec-10@
mya-uk.org.uk to arrive by midnight on 
Friday 19th November 2010. All entries will 
be displayed and the winning designer will be 
presented with the Chris Dicks Award at 
the MYA AGM on Saturday 27th November. 
Please direct queries to the MYA technical 
secretary by phone on 01483 421 801. 
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“A bit more beam here do you think?”  
Oliver Stollery deep in discussion with 

his grandfather
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